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This invention relates 't'éijgrillesfér use in Win 
dows, doors and'the like‘ which will be neat in 
appearance and ine'iipen'si'v'e in manufacture ‘and 
in which it will be adjustable ‘in its ‘width to ?t 
a wide range of door or windcw openings. 
The further object is to provide a grille that 

will have a planar side betweehthé frame to pass 
over stiles or paneling as in doorsm‘rithout inter 
ference, and to provide holes in the frame'of the 
grille in two directions ‘at right angles to each 
other for the passage of nails‘v or screws in either 
direction for the fastening of the grille accord 
ing to the requirements of the window or door. 

I accomplish the above and other objects which 
will hereinafter appear by the mechanism illus 
trated in the accompanying drawing,‘ in which 

Fig. l is a View in side elevation of my grille, 
with one of its‘ adjustable ends at its innermost 
limit and with the other end at its outermost ’ , 
limt of adjustment, the top horizontal and ad 
justable frame member being‘ broken away in 
part and sectioned to show the inner frame mem 
ber; ‘ , . 

Fig. 2 is a fragment. in section on the line 
2—2 of Fig. I looking viri'thedirection of the 
arrows‘; ' ‘ ' ‘ 

Fig. 3 is a like section on the line 3-3 of 
Fig. 1; V f 

Fig. 4 is a detail in section on the line li—ll of 
Fig. 1; and ' . 

Fig. 5 is an end elevation of the grille looking 
in the direction of the arrow 5 in Fig. 1. 

Like characters of reference indicate like parts 
in the several views of the drawing. 
The grille ?ller 6 comprises a series or‘ parallel 

horizontal rods 1, which are welded, soldered or 
otherwise fastened to a plurality of vertical rods 
8 all laid on the same side of the rod assembly 
'1. Similar rods 9 (see Fig. 2") are laid at right 
angles to the rods 8 on the opposite sides of rods 
8 from rods ‘I, and are welded, soldered or other 
wise ?xed to the rods 8, there being one red 9 
so secured to rods 8 at each end 'of said 'rods' 
on top and bottom of the ?ller 6. ‘ 
The vertical rod 8’ at the ends of the horizon 

tal rods 1 are on the same side as the rods'8. 
The ends of the rods 1, opposite the ‘mass’, are 
covered by a narrow ?at strip of metal 8" looped 
over the rod ends and soldered to the ends and to‘ 
the rod 8’ with su?icie'nt looseness in the loop to 
enable a second rod to slide through the loop. 
This strip 8” greatly sti?ens and strengthens the 
ends of the grille. 
Tubes l0, split longitudinally on one side with 

?ange extensions on each side of the split as 

m. 

as 

ShdWi'l‘i? Fig; 2', I'ISZVé corrugations ‘H extend4 
in'g longitudinally oron‘ejof said ?anges on each 
tube. One of these tube‘sl? is s'lip'p‘ed éndwise 
on the wire rods '9 ‘which enter“ a corrugation II 
with the ends of rods‘8 iii‘thé split between the 
?anges of the tubes. The‘ ends‘ ‘of rods 8 may be 
welded or otherwise‘ fastehé'd'to thé'tube if de 
sired but in'practice the withdrawalidf the'tube's 
‘I0 is prevented by friction. ‘ ' , 

' This completes the structure of the ?ller 6. 
The tubes H] in practice are formed out of metal 
strips. ' ~ ‘ ‘ » 

The‘ grille is made adjustable ill width, or her‘ 
izontal direction, by providing the ?ller” with ad 
just'able ends [2, l2. As the‘ two ends 12 are alike 
iii construction and operation, except one is in 
reverse order to the other, 'a description ‘of one 
will s'uhice' for both. j' ' 
A series of rods I3, one for ‘each rod 1 bf the 

?ller, is passed across the inner‘ side of its adja 
cent rod 8’ under the loop of strip 8” anda‘cro'ss' 
the inner side of the'next vertical rod 8, and 
withdrawal is prevented by the inner ends of the 

‘ rods l3 being bent in a loop around their ‘adja 
cent rods ‘has shown in Figs. I and 2.' A rod 
I 4 crosses the outer' ends of‘ the rods l3 and is’ 
welded to them as‘ shown in Fig". 4. Then a tube 
l5, split along onesiae and having flanges with ‘ 
a corrugation or channel IS in one of the flanges, 
as described for tub'e’lll, is slid over wire is‘ and 
the ends of rods 13 as shown in Fig. 4. To each 
end .of the tube I5, short tubes I‘! and [8 are. 
welded, 'and’slide over their adjacent tubes lil 
as shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. The tubes H and 
I8 are substantially‘ of the same length as the‘ 
rods l3. ' . v ' 

‘ The ends of the tubes l5v are extended past 
tubes l1 and I8 and have perforations l9 and 
20 at right angle‘s‘to‘ each; other for the passage 
of nails or screws used in fastening the grille 
to window or'dodrfth'e two directions" being alter 
nate ones for use according to the support to 
which the grille isfastened. ‘g 

Inv the operation of my invention, the ends l5 
may be drawn out from or pushed in toward the 
?ller 6, limited by the distance of travel per 
mitted by the loops on the rods l3, which is the 
distance between the adjacent pairs of rods 8 as 

' shown by broken lines in Fig. 1. As best shown‘ 
min-1g. 2,‘ the loops and horizontal wires are on. 
one side of the vertical wires 8 leaving the other 
side planar between the ' frame to ?t closely 
against a similar supporting surface on door or 

55 window. The rods I 3 are locked to the rods '1 



2 ‘ . . 

by'a clamp'zLtlghtened'by a ‘screw 22 as shown 
in Fig. 1. . 
While} have herein shown and described my 

invention in the one particular form, it is obvious ' 
that striictural variations may be employed with 
out departing from the spirit of the invention 
and I, therefore, do not desire to be limited to 
that precise form beyond the limitations as may 
be imposed by the following claims. ' " 

I claim: ' . . > 

1. In an adjustable grille, a ?ller comprised 
of a series of horizontal rods, vertical rods, one 
at each end of the horizontal series and a plural- , 
ity of intermediate vertical rods between the end 
rods, all of said rods being rigidly. attached at 

CI 

10 

11,5 
their intersections, ‘rails secured to the top and _ 
bottom edges of the ?ller, rod extensions for the . 
horizontal rods, each looped at its inner‘lend > 
around an adjacent horizontal rod and slidable 
thereon between a pair of intermediate vertical 
rods, a strip looped over the rod extensions and 
adjacent horizontal rods and fastened at the ends 
of the loops to the end vertical rods, and a verti 
cal member to which the outer ends of the rod 
extensions are fastened. V ‘ ' 

v2. In an adjustable grille, a ?ller comprised of 
a series of horizontal rods, vertical rods, one at 
each end of the horizontal series and a plurality 
of intermediate vertical rods between the end 
vertical rods and terminating at each end‘across 
respective top and bottom horizontal rods, all‘ of 
said rods being rigidly attached at their inter 
sections, longitudinally split tubular rails having 
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?anges on each side of the split and having one I 
of the ?anges longitudinally channeled, said rails 
being attached to ‘the ?ller by said channels 
on the ?anges engaging the horizontal rods at 
the edges of the filler, rod extensions for the other 
ofrthe horizontal rods, each extension looped 
at its inner end around an adjacent horizontal 
rod and slidable thereon'between a pair of inter 

' mediate vertical rods, and a vertical member to 
which the outer ends of the rod extensions are 
fastened, , , - 

3. In an adjustable grille, a ?ller comprised of 
a series of horizontal rods, vertical rods, one at 
each ‘end of the horizontal series, a reinforcing 
strip crossing the horizontal rods on the opposite 
sides of the horizontal rods from the'vertical 
end rods and ?xed to each of said end vertical 
rods, and a plurality of intermediate vertical 
rods between the end vertical rods and terminat 
ing at each end across top and bottom rods,'all 
of said rods being rigidly attached. at their in 
tersections, longitudinally split tubular'rails hav 
ing ?anges on eachrside of the split and having 
one of the ?anges longitudinally channeled, said 
rails being attached to the ?ller by said channel 
on the ?anges engaging thetop and bottom rods, 
rod extensions for the horizontalrods'each 'ex-‘ 
tension looped at its inner end around anadja 
cent horizontal rod and slidable thereon‘ between 
a pair of intermediate vertical rods and under 
said reenforcing strip, and a vertical member 
to which the outer ends of the rod extensions‘ are 
fastened. ~ _ 

4. In an adjustable grille, a ?ller comprised 
of a series of horizontal rods, vertical rods, one 
at each end of the horizontal series, and a plu 
rality of intermediate vertical rods between the 
end vertical rods and terminating at‘each end 
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across respective top and bottom horizontal rods, 
all of said vertical end rods being rigidly attached 
at their intersections, the top‘ and bottom hori 
zontal rods of the ?ller being on opposite sides 
of, the ?ller from the other of the horizontal 
rods therebetween, longitudinal split tubular rails 
having ?anges on each side of the split and hav 
ing one of. the ?anges longitudinally channeled, 
said rails being attached to the ?ller by said 
channel on the ?anges engaging the top and bot 
tom rods, rod extensions for the other of the hori 
zontal rods, each extension looped at its inner end 
around an adjacent horizontal rod and slidable 
thereon between a pair of intermediate vertical 

__rods,‘and a vertical member to which the outer 
ends of the rod extensions are fastened. ' 

5. In an adjustable grille, a ?ller comprised 
of a series of horizontal rods, vertical rods, one 
at each end of the horizontal series, a reinforc 
ing strip crossing the horizontal rods on the op 
posite sides of the horizontal rods [from the ver 
ticalendrods and ?xed to each of said end ver 
tical rods, and- a plurality of intermediate ver 
tical ‘rods between‘ the end vertical rods and 
terminating at each end across respective top and 
bottomlhorizontalrrods, all of .said rods being 
rigidly attached ,at their intersections, the top 
and bottom horizontal rods of the ?ller being on 
opposite'sides of the ?ller from the other ofthe 
horizontal rods therebetween, longitudinal split 
tubular rails having ?anges on each side of the ' 
split and having one of the ?anges longitudinally 
channeled, said rails being attached ‘to the ?ller 
by said channel on the ?anges engaging the top 
and bottom rods, rod extensions for the other 
of the horizontal rods, each extension looped at 
its inner end around an adjacent horizontal rod 
and slidable thereon between a pair of interme 
diate vertical rods and under said reenforcing 
strip, a rod crossing the outer ends of the rod 
extensions and welded thereto, and a split tubular 
member having ?angeson each side of the split 
and channeled on one of the ?anges applied to 
the rod extension ends with the rod thereon lo 
cated in the channel, and tubular extensions 
sliding on the top and bottom rails of the ?ller 
and secured to the tubular member on the rod 

. extensions. ‘ 

, 6. In a grille, a plurality of rods with their 
ends in a row, a rod crossing the plurality of 
rods at their ends and welded at the intersec 
tion, and a tube split-longitudinally and ?anged 
on each side of the split, one of the ?anges hav 
ing a longitudinal channel, said tube being in 
troduced over the last rod and the rod ends with 
the last. rod slidingly mounted in the channel. 

7. In a grille, a ?ller comprising a series of 
parallel'spaced apart rods, and a plurality of 

- rods crossing the ?rst series and weldedthereto 
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at their intersections,‘the outside rods of the sec 
ond series being on the opposite side of the ?rst 
series from the intermediate rods therebetween 
of the second series, and a tube for each of said 
outside rods split longitudinally ‘and ?anged on 
eachside of the split, one of the ?anges having 
a longitudinal channel, said tubes being intro 
duced over a respective outside rod and rod ends 
of the ?rst series with the outside rod in the 
channel. . . ' 

' . . " . JOHN F. FARMER. . 


